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Introduction
Welcome�to�a�new�and�exciting�approach�to�learning�business�and�
consumer�law,�one�of�the�most�important�topics�you�will�study�in�today’s�
changing�world.�Every�student�throughout�his�or�her�lifetime�can�benefit�
from�the�knowledge�of�contracts,�intellectual�property,�partnerships,�
liability,�and�negligence.�And�whether�you�decide�on�a�career�in�
accounting,�finance,�economics,�or�even�medicine,�you�should�have�at�
least�a�general�understanding�of�business�and�consumer�law�in�order�to�
function�in�the�real�world.

One�of�the�best�ways�to�learn�about�the�law�is�to�analyze�court�cases.�
You Be the Judge!�contains�a�comprehensive�collection�of�real-world�case�
studies�where�you,�based�on�your�knowledge�of�the�law,�act�as�the�judge�
and�render�a�decision�as�to�what�you�think�the�outcome�should�be.

Your Role in You Be the Judge!
As�the�judge�in�each�case,�you�act�as�the�decision-maker,�as�you�decide�
which�party�should�win�and�which�party�should�lose.�You�will�base�
your�decision�on�the�facts�of�each�case,�the�rule�of�law,�and�the�distinct�
issue�that�you�must�consider.�To�get�started�with�each�case,�you�will�be�
provided�with�a�brief�background�of�the�facts,�a�summary�of�the�terms�
and�law�pertinent�to�the�particular�case,�and�the�essential�question�or�
issue�that�you�will�ultimately�have�to�answer.

The Skills You Will Be Drawing on Throughout This Book
While�reading�each�case,�you�will�determine�which�party�is�more�credible,�
and�whether�the�plaintiff�has�enough�facts�to�prove�their�case!�The�
following�is�a�list�of�the�skills�you�will�be�drawing�on�throuhgout�this�case�
studies�workbook:

•�Understanding�law�concepts
•�Decision-making
•�Critical�thinking
•�Applying�rules�of�law
•�Reading�comprehension
•�Analytical�skills�(case�analysis)

Prerequisite Skills
This�workbook�should�be�used�as�a�supplement�in�conjunction�with�a�
Business�and�Consumer�Law�textbook.�It�is�assumed�that�you�have�a�clear�
working�knowledge�of�concepts�and�laws�included�in�the�cases�within�
this�workbook.�Although�terms�and�definitions�have�been�provided�to�
you�at�the�beginning�of�each�case,�these�should�be�used�only�for�quick�
reference�and�not�as�a�replacement�to�a�more�thorough�learning�of�the�
subject.

Copyright Notice About the Cases in This Book
�The�cases�in�this�workbook�are�real�court�cases�that�have�been,�or�in�the�
process�of�being,�decided�in�a�court�of�law.�Exact�extractions�from�the�
actual�published�decisions�have�been�used�in�this�workbook;�however,�
for�ease�of�reading�purposes,�many�times�the�format�and�the�language�
used�have�been�modified.�
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iSSue Before THe courT
Whether the warrantless search of a student’s locker for marijuana was 
reasonable under the circumstances of the case.

THe facTS

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

The Fourth Amendment 

to the U.S. Constitution 

guards against 

unreasonable searches 

and seizures when the 

searched party has a 

“reasonable expectation 

of privacy.”

On December 21, at 12:45 pm, Linda Day, the principal of Monu-
ment Mountain Regional High School in Great Barrington, Massa-
chusetts, was told by a faculty member that a student reported being 
approached by Je rey Snyder to purchase marijuana for $25. � e 
reporting faculty member had worked at the school for approximately 
15 years, had extensive contact with students, and many times had 
provided reliable information to school administrators.

Principal Day asked John F. Canning, the assistant principal, to 
join her and the faculty member in her o�  ce, whereupon the faculty 
member repeated the information. � e faculty member added that 
the student had reported the attempted sale at about 10:30 am. � e 
student said that Je rey showed him a videocassette case that con-
tained three bags of marijuana and that he then put the videocassette 
case in his book bag. 

� e administrators decided to locate Je rey. Assistant Principal 
Canning found Je rey in the student center, which was crowded with 
students. From a distance, Canning could not see Je rey’s book bag. 
Since he did not know if other students were involved, he did not want 
to arouse suspicion by approaching Je rey in the student center. � e 
two administrators decided to wait until the beginning of the next 
period (about 1:20 pm) when Je rey was scheduled to be in a class 
and to search his locker for the book bag at that time. It is important 
to note that the school’s student code stated that each student had the 
right not to have his/her locker subject to an “unreasonable” search.

At approximately 1:20 pm, the two administrators opened the 
locker using the combination to the locker that was available at the 
school’s main o�  ce. � ey found the book bag, the videocassette case, 
and three bags containing marijuana. � ey took these items to Princi-
pal Day’s o�  ce and concealed them behind her desk. 

Principal Day located Je rey and brought him to her o�  ce. � ere, 
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Background
•	 A	teacher	informed	the	principal	of	a	high	school	that	Jeffrey	Snyder,	a	student	at	the	school,	

attempted	to	sell	illegal	drugs	(marijuana)	to	another	student.

•	 Without	informing	Jeffrey,	the	principal	authorized	a	search	of	his	locker	while	he	was	in	class.	
School	administrators	found	marijuana	in	his	locker.

•	 Based	upon	the	search,	Jeffrey	was	called	into	the	principal’s	office.	When	confronted	with	the	
marijuana	found	in	his	locker,	he	confessed	to	possession	of	marijuana	with	intent	to	sell	to	other	
students.

•	 Jeffrey	claimed	that	the	school	violated	the	Fourth	Amendment	of	the	United	States	Constitution	
by	failing	to	obtain	a	search	warrant	before	seizing	the	illegal	drugs	from	his	locker.

Before you Begin

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

RR What is the Fourth Amendment of the 
United States Constitution? 
The	Fourth	Amendment	protects	persons	
accused	of	crimes	by	requiring	a	search	
warrant	before	government	officials	can	
search	a	person,	a	home,	or	any	place	where	
a	person	has	a	“reasonable	expectation	of	
privacy.”

RR What is a “reasonable expectation of 
privacy”?
Under	the	Fourth	Amendment,	the	U.S.	
Supreme	Court	asserts	that	a	person	has	a	
“reasonable	expectation	of	privacy”	when:	
(1)	the	individual	SUBJECTIVELY	believes	
that	a	particular	area	is	private,	such	as	a	car,	
a	locker,	a	pocketbook,	or	a	home,	and	(2)	
OBJECTIVELY,		whether	society	recognizes	that	
expectation	as	reasonable.	As	such,	the	court	
looks	to	the	subjective	intent	of	the	person	
being	searched	(for	example,	did	the	person	
in	fact	believe	that	a	certain	area	was	private?)	
and	to	the	objective	intent	as	to	whether	that	
person’s	belief	of	privacy	will	be	recognized	by	
society	as	a	whole.

RR What is a search warrant? 
In	the	majority	of	cases,	before	searching	
areas	where	a	person	has	a	reasonable	
expectation	of	privacy,	the	government	
(the	police)	must	obtain	written	permission	
from	a	judge	to	conduct	a	search.	The	police	
must	support	their	request	with	facts	that	
show	they	have	extremely	good	reasons,	
or	“probable	cause,”	to	conduct	a	search.	
If	permission	is	granted,	the	court	issues	a	
search	warrant.

RR What is Balancing School Safety/
Disciplinary Policies with Students’ 
Constitutional Rights?
In	cases	of	searching	students’	lockers,	
the	law	requires	the	court	to	balance	the	
constitutional	rights	of	the	student	against	
the	need	for	school	officials	to	keep	the	school	
safe	and	orderly	for	all	students.

Commonwealth v. Snyder
Fourth Amendment Protection Against Unreasonable 
Searches and Seizures
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Constitutional Law

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Case 1: 
High School 

Locker 
Search 

Fourth Amendment Protection 
Against Unreasonable Searches 
and Seizures

oBJecTiVe
To understand how the Fourth Amendment of 
the United States Constitution protects against 
warrantless searches and whether this protection 
extends to a locker search of a high school 
student.

ToPicS coVered
RR Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution

RR Students’ Reasonable Expectation of Privacy

RR Search Warrants Supported by Probable Cause

RR Balancing School Safety/Disciplinary Policies with 
Students’ Constitutional Rights

Commonwealth v. Snyder
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You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Sources

The	case	briefi	ng	above	contains	excerpts	and	direct	extractions	from	the	sources	noted	
below	that	have	been	combined	with	the	author’s	own	expert	legal	input.	The	case	has	
been	condensed	and	formatted	from	its	original	content	for	purposes	of	this	workbook.

Commonwealth	v.	Snyder,	413	Mass.	521,	597	N.E.	2d	1363	(1992).
Supreme	Judicial	Court	of	Massachusetts,	Berkshire
August	25,	1992.	Opinion	written	by	the	Honorable	Herbert	P.	Wilkins.

In the U.S., the 
police (or other law 

enforcement offi cials) 
cannot simply search 

someone for no reason. 
If proper legal steps 
are not followed, that 

search can be classifi ed 
as unreasonable.

Probable Cause: Evidence that would lead a reasonable person to believe that a crime was or is being committed by the person being accused.

in Assistant Principal Canning’s presence, Principal Day asked Je	 rey 
if it was true, as reported to her, that he had o	 ered to sell marijuana 
in the school. Je	 rey admitted that he had. Je	 rey, who was very 
upset, said that he could not believe this was happening and had never 
before engaged in this type of activity. 

Je	 rey explained that a friend had given him the marijuana to 
sell, that he had become troubled about doing it, and he had called 
his friend to come to the school at 2 pm to take back what he had not 
sold. Je	 rey admitted that the book bag, the videocassette case, and 
the bags of marijuana belonged to him. Je	 rey said there were four 
bags of marijuana but he had sold one for $25 to a student. Principal 
Day called Je	 rey’s mother, who came to the school, while Assistant 
Principal Canning called the police.

At trial, Snyder argued that since he had a legitimate expectation 
of privacy in his locker as per the school code, all evidence taken was 
illegally seized and not admissable against him.

� e Commonwealth argued that there was no reasonable expec-
tation of privacy as to his locker and in the alternative, even if there 
was, the locker search was valid as school administrators conducted a 
search of the locker that was reasonable under all the circumstances. 
In other words, while school administrators must be “reasonable,” 
they are not restricted by the probable cause or warrant requirements 
of the Fourth Amendment.



Case Title 

Provides�the�title�of�the�case.

objective

The�objective�of�the�case.

Topics Covered

A�list�of�the�law�concepts�covered�in�the�case.



Background

Provides�a�brief�background�summary�of�
the�case.

Before You Begin

Terms�and�defi�nitions�of�the�laws�and�key�
concepts�pertinent�to�the�case.



issue Before the Court

The�essential�question�that�
is�being�asked�of�the�court.

The Facts

Provides�the�detailed�facts�
of�the�case.



side Notes

Additional�law�concepts�and�fun�facts�
related�to�the�case.

sources

Identifi�es�the�source(s)�of�the�case.

Understanding the Format of This Book
This�workbook�has�been�organized�into�an�easy-to-read�format�to�help�
you�make�a�decision�in�each�case.�To�prepare�you�in�the�decision�making�
process,�each�case�has�been�divided�into�a�series�of�individual�sections.�
The�following�is�a�brief�explanation�of�the�individual�sections�that�make�
up�the�parts�of�each�case.
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Introduction

The Answer Forms
Following�“The�Facts”�section�of�each�case,�there�are�a�series�of�forms�
that�you�must�complete.�The�answers�on�the�fi�rst�form,�“Review�the�Case,”�
will�come�directly�from�“The�Facts”�section.�To�complete�the�“Make�the�
Argument”�form,�you�will�make�conclusions,�based�upon�your�answers�
in�the�“Review�the�Case”�form.�Finally,�you�will�decide�what�you�think�the�
outcome�should�be�by�completing�the�“You�Be�the�Judge”�form.



review the Case Form

The�“Review�the�Case”�form�requires�you�to�answer�a�series�of�factual�
questions�with�defi�nitive�answers�derived�from�“The�Facts”�section�of�the�

case.�These�questions�have�a�twofold�purpose:�(1)�to�test�your�knowledge�
of�the�case;�and,�(2)�to�help�you�understand�a�detailed�fact�pattern�by�

going�through�the�question�and�answer�process.



You Be the Judge Form

Finally,�the�“You�Be�the�Judge”�form�
requires�you�to�reach�a�conclusion�

based�upon�your�answers�from�the�
“Make�the�Argument”�form.�Upon�

completion�of�this�form,�you�will�have�
decided�what�you�think�the�outcome�of�
the�case�should�be.�You�will�answer�the�

question,�“Who�should�win�the�case?”

NAME DATE
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Decision for the Plaintiff Decision for the Defendant

You Be the Judge

Having	reviewed	the	case	and	considered	the	questions	involved,	decide	the	case	for	either	the	Plaintiff	
or	the	Defendant:	

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Jeffrey SnyderCommonwealth of Massachusetts

NAME DATE
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Review the Case

After	reading	Commonwealth	v.	Snyder,	answer	the	following:

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

1.	 Identify	the	Plaintiff(s)	in	the	case.	

2.	 Identify	the	Defendant(s)	in	the	case.

3.	 Is	this	a	criminal	proceeding	or	a	civil	proceeding?	Explain.	

4.	 How	did	the	school	administrators	initially	discover	that	Jeffrey	might	be	selling	marijuana?	

5.	 Why	did	Principal	Day	give	credibility	to	the	reporting	teacher	regarding	Jeffrey’s	possession	of	marijuana?

6.	 Explain	the	reason(s)	the	principal	and	assistant	principal	did	not	approach	Jeffrey	in	the	student	center.	

7.	 Where	did	the	administrators	find	the	combination	to	Jeffrey’s	locker?	

NAME DATE
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Make the Argument

In	order	for	the	judge	or	jury	to	render	a	decision,	the	following	are	some	of	the	questions	that		
must	be	considered:	

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

1.	 Was	the	information	received	by	the	school	administrators	reliable?	Explain.

2.	 Did	Jeffrey	have	an	“expectation	of	privacy”	in	his	locker	at	school?	Explain.

3.	 Was	the	school’s	search	of	the	locker	justified	and	reasonable?	Explain.

4.	 Did	the	school	have	a	reasonable	suspicion	that	a	crime	was	being	committed?	Explain.

5.	 	Did	the	school’s	interest	to	enforce	school	policies	and	adequately	discipline	its	students	override	the	
importance	of	Jeffrey’s	privacy	in	his	locker?

6.	 	Did	the	student	handbook	state	that	the	Defendant	had	an	expectation	of	privacy	in	his	locker?

NAME DATE
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Review the Case (continued)

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

8.	 What	did	the	school’s	student	policy	say	about	searches	of	student	lockers?	

9.	 What	did	the	principal	and	assistant	principal	find	during	their	search	of	Jeffrey’s	locker?	

10.	 What	did	Jeffrey	do	when	he	was	confronted	with	the	evidence	against	him?	



Make the argument Form

In�order�to�complete�the�“Make�the�
Argument”�form,�you�must�fi�rst�complete�

the�“Review�the�Case”�form.�Similar�to�a�
jury�form�in�a�real�court�case,�you�will�use�
your�answers�from�the�“Review�the�Case”�

form�to�answer�the�analytical�questions�
on�the�“Make�the�Argument”�form.
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Curriculum Guide

Case TopiCs Covered

1 Commonwealth v. 
Snyder

Constitutional�
Law

Fourth�Amendment�of�the�U.S.�Constitution
Students’�Reasonable�Expectation�of�Privacy
Search�Warrants�Supported�by�Probable�Cause
Balancing�School�Safety/Disciplinary�Policies�with�Students’�
Constitutional�Rights

2 M.D., a minor, v. 
Morgan Hill Unified 
School District

Constitutional�
Law

First�Amendment�of�the�U.S.�Constitution
Freedom�of�Speech
Balancing�School�Safety/Disciplinary�Policies�with�Students’�
Constitutional�Rights

3 State v. Stallman Constitutional�
Law

Ordinance
Misdemeanor
Intrastate�Travel
Defining�“Unconstitutional”
Police�Power�and�Constitutional�Standards/Test

4 People v. William D. Criminal�Law Assault�and�Battery
Defense�of�Others
Reasonable�Force

5 Mattel, Inc. v. MGA 
Entertainment, Inc.

Contract�Law Employment�contracts
Non-compete�clauses
Employee’s�“duty�of�loyalty”�to�employer�
“Fair�and�just”�non-compete�clauses

6 Sharon v. City of 
Newton

Contract�Law Contract�Not�to�Sue
Capacity�of�a�Minor�Child�to�Enter�into�a�Contract
Validity�of�Release�as�Condition�to�Participation�in�Extra-curricular�
Activities
Parental�Consent

7 Bowling v. Sperry Contract�Law Capacity�of�a�Minor�to�Enter�into�a�Contract
Voidable�Contracts
Minor’s�Disaffirmance�of�Contracts
Contracts�for�Necessities

8 Holmes v. Lerner Business�Law:�
Partnerships

Business�Organizations
Partnerships
Verbal�Contracts

9 Selwyn v. Ward Tort�Law:�
Negligence�
and�Strict�
Liability

Dram�Shop�Act
Negligence�Action
Strict�Product�Liability
Ultrahazardous�Activity

10 Tobin v. Norwood 
Country Club, Inc

Tort�Law:�
Negligence

Dram�Shop�Act
Duty�of�Care
Reasonable�Care
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Curriculum Guide (continued)

Case TopiCs Covered

11 Johnston v. Poulin Tort�Law:�Strict�
Liability

Strict�Liability�for�Roaming�Animals
Roaming�or�“At�Large”�Animals

12 Volpe v. Gallagher Tort�Law:�
Negligence

Landowner’s�duty�of�care�to�prevent�criminal�acts�of�third�persons�
“licensees”�on�his/her�property
Exception�to�rule�of�landowner’s�duty�of�care�to�prevent�criminal�
acts�of�third�person�“licensees”�on�his/her�property
Duty�to�Inspect�Property

13 Nicholson v. Bd. of 
Educ. of the City of 
New York

Tort�Law:�
Negligence

Municipality’s�duty�of�care�to�maintain�school�playgrounds
Municipality’s�liability�for�criminal�activities�at�school�playgrounds
Municipality’s�duty�to�provide�supervision�at�school�playgrounds

14 Nivens v. 7-11 Hoagy’s 
Corner

Tort�Law:�
Negligence

Negligence
Business�Invitee
Duty�of�Care�for�Criminal�Acts�of�Third�Persons
Special�Relationship�Exception�to�the�Duty�of�Care�for�Criminal�
Acts�of�Third�Persons
Forseeable�Act

15 Medley v. Home 
Depot, Inc.

Tort�Law:�
Negligence

Negligence
Slip�and�Fall�Injury
Business�Invitee
A�Business�Owner’s�Duty�to�Inspect

16 Sollami v. Eaton Consumer�
Law:�Product�
Liability

Product�Liability
Unreasonably�Dangerous�Product
Duty�to�Warn
Defense�to�Product�Liability,�the�“Open�and�Obvious”�Doctrine

17 Malletier v. Dooney & 
Bourke, Inc.

Trademark�Law Trademark
Trademark�Infringement
Injunction

18 Abercrombie & 
Fitch Stores, Inc. 
v. AmericanEagle 
Outfitters

Trademark�Law Intentional�Tort
Trademark
Trademark�Infringement
Trade�Dress

19 Lacoste Alligator, S.A. 
v. Bluestein’s Men’s 
Wear, Inc.

Trademark�Law Intentional�Tort
Trademark
Trademark�Infringement
Exclusive�Licensee�of�a�Trademark

20 American Heart 
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Constitutional Law

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Case 1: 
High School 

Locker 
Search 

Fourth Amendment Protection 
Against Unreasonable Searches 
and Seizures

oBJecTiVe
To understand how the Fourth Amendment of 
the United States Constitution protects against 
warrantless searches and whether this protection 
extends to a locker search of a high school 
student.

ToPicS coVered
RR Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution

RR Students’ Reasonable Expectation of Privacy

RR Search Warrants Supported by Probable Cause

RR Balancing School Safety/Disciplinary Policies with 
Students’ Constitutional Rights

Commonwealth v. Snyder
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Background
•� A�teacher�informed�the�principal�of�a�high�school�that�Jeffrey�Snyder,�a�student�at�the�school,�

attempted�to�sell�illegal�drugs�(marijuana)�to�another�student.

•� Without�informing�Jeffrey,�the�principal�authorized�a�search�of�his�locker�while�he�was�in�class.�
School�administrators�found�marijuana�in�his�locker.

•� Based�upon�the�search,�Jeffrey�was�called�into�the�principal’s�office.�When�confronted�with�the�
marijuana�found�in�his�locker,�he�confessed�to�possession�of�marijuana�with�intent�to�sell�to�other�
students.

•� Jeffrey�claimed�that�the�school�violated�the�Fourth�Amendment�of�the�United�States�Constitution�
by�failing�to�obtain�a�search�warrant�before�seizing�the�illegal�drugs�from�his�locker.

Before you Begin

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

RR What is the Fourth Amendment of the 
United States Constitution? 
The�Fourth�Amendment�protects�persons�
accused�of�crimes�by�requiring�a�search�
warrant�before�government�officials�can�
search�a�person,�a�home,�or�any�place�where�
a�person�has�a�“reasonable�expectation�of�
privacy.”

RR What is a “reasonable expectation of 
privacy”?
Under�the�Fourth�Amendment,�the�U.S.�
Supreme�Court�asserts�that�a�person�has�a�
“reasonable�expectation�of�privacy”�when:�
(1)�the�individual�SUBJECTIVELY�believes�
that�a�particular�area�is�private,�such�as�a�car,�
a�locker,�a�pocketbook,�or�a�home,�and�(2)�
OBJECTIVELY,��whether�society�recognizes�that�
expectation�as�reasonable.�As�such,�the�court�
looks�to�the�subjective�intent�of�the�person�
being�searched�(for�example,�did�the�person�
in�fact�believe�that�a�certain�area�was�private?)�
and�to�the�objective�intent�as�to�whether�that�
person’s�belief�of�privacy�will�be�recognized�by�
society�as�a�whole.

RR What is a search warrant? 
In�the�majority�of�cases,�before�searching�
areas�where�a�person�has�a�reasonable�
expectation�of�privacy,�the�government�
(the�police)�must�obtain�written�permission�
from�a�judge�to�conduct�a�search.�The�police�
must�support�their�request�with�facts�that�
show�they�have�extremely�good�reasons,�
or�“probable�cause,”�to�conduct�a�search.�
If�permission�is�granted,�the�court�issues�a�
search�warrant.

RR What is Balancing School Safety/
Disciplinary Policies with Students’ 
Constitutional Rights?
In�cases�of�searching�students’�lockers,�
the�law�requires�the�court�to�balance�the�
constitutional�rights�of�the�student�against�
the�need�for�school�officials�to�keep�the�school�
safe�and�orderly�for�all�students.

Commonwealth v. Snyder
Fourth Amendment Protection Against Unreasonable 
Searches and Seizures
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iSSue Before THe courT
Whether the warrantless search of a student’s locker for marijuana was 
reasonable under the circumstances of the case.

THe facTS

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

The Fourth Amendment 

to the U.S. Constitution 

guards against 

unreasonable searches 

and seizures when the 

searched party has a 

“reasonable expectation 

of privacy.”

On December 21, at 12:45 pm, Linda Day, the principal of Monu-
ment Mountain Regional High School in Great Barrington, Massa-
chusetts, was told by a faculty member that a student reported being 
approached by Jeff rey Snyder to purchase marijuana for $25. Th e 
reporting faculty member had worked at the school for approximately 
15 years, had extensive contact with students, and many times had 
provided reliable information to school administrators.

Principal Day asked John F. Canning, the assistant principal, to 
join her and the faculty member in her offi  ce, whereupon the faculty 
member repeated the information. Th e faculty member added that 
the student had reported the attempted sale at about 10:30 am. Th e 
student said that Jeff rey showed him a videocassette case that con-
tained three bags of marijuana and that he then put the videocassette 
case in his book bag. 

Th e administrators decided to locate Jeff rey. Assistant Principal 
Canning found Jeff rey in the student center, which was crowded with 
students. From a distance, Canning could not see Jeff rey’s book bag. 
Since he did not know if other students were involved, he did not want 
to arouse suspicion by approaching Jeff rey in the student center. Th e 
two administrators decided to wait until the beginning of the next 
period (about 1:20 pm) when Jeff rey was scheduled to be in a class 
and to search his locker for the book bag at that time. It is important 
to note that the school’s student code stated that each student had the 
right not to have his/her locker subject to an “unreasonable” search.

At approximately 1:20 pm, the two administrators opened the 
locker using the combination to the locker that was available at the 
school’s main offi  ce. Th ey found the book bag, the videocassette case, 
and three bags containing marijuana. Th ey took these items to Princi-
pal Day’s offi  ce and concealed them behind her desk. 

Principal Day located Jeff rey and brought him to her offi  ce. Th ere, 
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You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Sources

The�case�briefi�ng�above�contains�excerpts�and�direct�extractions�from�the�sources�noted�
below�that�have�been�combined�with�the�author’s�own�expert�legal�input.�The�case�has�
been�condensed�and�formatted�from�its�original�content�for�purposes�of�this�workbook.

Commonwealth�v.�Snyder,�413�Mass.�521,�597�N.E.�2d�1363�(1992).
Supreme�Judicial�Court�of�Massachusetts,�Berkshire
August�25,�1992.�Opinion�written�by�the�Honorable�Herbert�P.�Wilkins.

In the U.S., the 
police (or other law 

enforcement offi cials) 
cannot simply search 

someone for no reason. 
If proper legal steps 
are not followed, that 

search can be classifi ed 
as unreasonable.

Probable Cause: Evidence that would lead a reasonable person to believe that a crime was or is being committed by the person being accused.

in Assistant Principal Canning’s presence, Principal Day asked Jeff rey 
if it was true, as reported to her, that he had off ered to sell marijuana 
in the school. Jeff rey admitted that he had. Jeff rey, who was very 
upset, said that he could not believe this was happening and had never 
before engaged in this type of activity. 

Jeff rey explained that a friend had given him the marijuana to 
sell, that he had become troubled about doing it, and he had called 
his friend to come to the school at 2 pm to take back what he had not 
sold. Jeff rey admitted that the book bag, the videocassette case, and 
the bags of marijuana belonged to him. Jeff rey said there were four 
bags of marijuana but he had sold one for $25 to a student. Principal 
Day called Jeff rey’s mother, who came to the school, while Assistant 
Principal Canning called the police.

At trial, Snyder argued that since he had a legitimate expectation 
of privacy in his locker as per the school code, all evidence taken was 
illegally seized and not admissable against him.

Th e Commonwealth argued that there was no reasonable expec-
tation of privacy as to his locker and in the alternative, even if there 
was, the locker search was valid as school administrators conducted a 
search of the locker that was reasonable under all the circumstances. 
In other words, while school administrators must be “reasonable,” 
they are not restricted by the probable cause or warrant requirements 
of the Fourth Amendment.
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Review the Case

After�reading�Commonwealth�v.�Snyder,�answer�the�following:

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

1. Identify�the�Plaintiff(s)�in�the�case.�

2. Identify�the�Defendant(s)�in�the�case.

3. Is�this�a�criminal�proceeding�or�a�civil�proceeding?�Explain.�

4. How�did�the�school�administrators�initially�discover�that�Jeffrey�might�be�selling�marijuana?�

5. Why�did�Principal�Day�give�credibility�to�the�reporting�teacher�regarding�Jeffrey’s�possession�of�marijuana?

6. Explain�the�reason(s)�the�principal�and�assistant�principal�did�not�approach�Jeffrey�in�the�student�center.�

7. Where�did�the�administrators�find�the�combination�to�Jeffrey’s�locker?�
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Review the Case (continued)

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

8. What�did�the�school’s�student�policy�say�about�searches�of�student�lockers?�

9. What�did�the�principal�and�assistant�principal�find�during�their�search�of�Jeffrey’s�locker?�

10. What�did�Jeffrey�do�when�he�was�confronted�with�the�evidence�against�him?�
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Make the Argument

In�order�for�the�judge�or�jury�to�render�a�decision,�the�following�are�some�of�the�questions�that��
must�be�considered:�

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

1. Was�the�information�received�by�the�school�administrators�reliable?�Explain.

2. Did�Jeffrey�have�an�“expectation�of�privacy”�in�his�locker�at�school?�Explain.

3. Was�the�school’s�search�of�the�locker�justified�and�reasonable?�Explain.

4. Did�the�school�have�a�reasonable�suspicion�that�a�crime�was�being�committed?�Explain.

5. �Did�the�school’s�interest�to�enforce�school�policies�and�adequately�discipline�its�students�override�the�
importance�of�Jeffrey’s�privacy�in�his�locker?

6. �Did�the�student�handbook�state�that�the�Defendant�had�an�expectation�of�privacy�in�his�locker?
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Decision for the Plaintiff Decision for the Defendant

You Be the Judge

Having�reviewed�the�case�and�considered�the�questions�involved,�decide�the�case�for�either�the�plaintiff�
or�the�defendant:�

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Jeffrey SnyderCommonwealth of Massachusetts
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You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

First Amendment and Freedom 
of Speech

oBJecTiVe
To understand the First Amendment of the 
United States Constitution and how it applies to 
“Freedom of Speech” in a school setting.

ToPicS coVered
RR First Amendment of the United States Constitution

RR Freedom of Speech

RR Balancing School Safety/Disciplinary Policies with 
Students’ Constitutional Rights

M.D., a minor, v. Morgan 
Hill Unified School District

Case 2: 
“You Can‛t 

Wear That 
to School” 
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Background
•� On�May�5,�“Cinco�de�Mayo,”�a�holiday�celebrated�in�Mexico,�five�teenage�students,�wearing�

American�flag�t-shirts�and�bandannas,�were�sitting�at�a�table�outside�Live�Oak�High�School�in�
Morgan�Hill,�California.�The�Assistant�Principal,�Miguel�Rodriguez,�asked�two�of�the�students�to�
remove�their�American�flag�bandannas.�

•� The�five�students�were�also�told�that�although�it�would�not�be�considered�a�suspension,�they�
must�turn�their�American�flag�t-shirts�inside�out�or�be�sent�home.�Due�to�the�large�Mexican-
American�student�population�at�Live�Oak�High�School,�school�administration�feared�that�fights�
would�break�out�between�Mexican-American�students�celebrating�their�heritage�day�and�those�
students�wearing�clothing�with�American�flags.

•� The�teenagers�refused�to�turn�their�shirts�inside�out�as�they�felt�it�was�disrespectful�to�the�United�
States�of�America,�so�the�school�administrators�asked�the�students’�parents�to�take�them�home.

Before you Begin

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

RR What is the First Amendment of the 
United States Constitution?
The�First�Amendment�is�the�first�of�the�original�
13�amendments�called�the�“Bill�of�Rights.”�The�
First�Amendment�gives�American�citizens�the�
right�to�Freedom�of�Speech.

RR What is Freedom of Speech?
The�First�Amendment�prohibits�Congress�from�
enacting�any�laws�that�prohibit�a�citizen’s�right�
to�free�speech.�The�United�States�Supreme�
Court�qualified�this�freedom�of�speech�in�
several�cases.�Examples�of�restricted�speech�
include�instances�when�a�person:�(a)�uses�
“fighting�words,”�(b)�makes�threatening�
speech�toward�another�individual,�(c)�engages�
in�“defamatory”�speech�(words�meant�to�
injure�another�person’s�reputation�in�the�
community),�and�(d)�uses�“obscene”�speech�
(words�or�actions�that�are�not�appropriate�for�
the�average�citizen).

RR What is Balancing School Safety/
Disciplinary Policy with Students’ 
Constitutional Rights?
In�cases�involving�students’�Freedom�of�
Speech,�the�law�requires�the�court�to�balance�
the�constitutional�rights�of�the�student�against�
the�need�for�the�school�officials�to�keep�the�
school�safe�and�orderly�for�all�students.

M.D., a minor v. Morgan Hill Unified  
School District
First Amendment and Freedom of Speech
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iSSue Before THe courT
Whether a public school can limit a student’s choice to wear American 
flag clothing or accessories to school without violating the First 
Amendment of the United States Constitution.

THe facTS

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Constitutional Law is a 

body of law dealing with 

the distribution and 

exercise of government 

power.

On May 5, 2010, “Cinco de Mayo,” a Mexican holiday, fi ve stu-
dents of Live Oak High School in Morgan Hill, California, were 
approached by the school’s Assistant Principal Miguel Rodriguez. Th e 
students were dressed in American fl ag t-shirts and American fl ag 
bandannas on their heads. Mr. Rodriguez asked two of the students to 
remove their American fl ag bandannas. Although the students com-
plied, they were asked to accompany Mr. Rodriguez to the principal’s 
offi  ce aft er one of the students questioned his request.

According to the complaint fi led by the students, Rodriguez told 
the fi ve students, including minors M.D., D.M., and D.G., that they 
must turn their American fl ag t-shirts inside out or they would be 
sent home for the day without suspension. He explained to the stu-
dents that there is a large Mexican-American population at Live Oak 
High School, and he did not want to risk any fi ghts breaking out 
between Mexican-American students celebrating their heritage and 
the students wearing American fl ags. Th ere had not been any fi ghting 
issues in the past, and on this particular day, the students had been on 
school grounds for three hours without any incident. 

While in the principal’s offi  ce, the teenagers told Rodriguez and 
school Principal Nick Boden that turning their t-shirts inside out 
was disrespectful to the citizens of the United States of America. So, 
school offi  cials contacted their parents, and the students were sent 
home. 

While the school’s dress code policy banned the wearing of 
bandannas of any color, the policy did not contain references to 
American fl ag clothing. Th e school policy did prohibit students 
from wearing any clothing or decoration that detracted from the 
school’s learning environment. As such, the school claimed it had 
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You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Sources

The�case�briefi�ng�above�contains�excerpts�and�direct�extractions�from�the�sources�noted�
below�that�have�been�combined�with�the�author’s�own�expert�legal�input.�The�case�has�
been�condensed�and�formatted�from�its�original�content�for�purposes�of�this�workbook.

M.D.,�a�minor�v.�Morgan�Hill�Unifi�ed�School�District,�CV-10-02745.
Complaint�prepared�and�fi�led�by�William�J.�Becker,�The�Becker�Law�Firm,�and�affi��liated
with�the�Thomas�More�Law�Center,�and�Robert�J.�Muise,�the�Thomas�More�Law�Center.

Freedom of Speech is the right to express information, ideas, or opinions free of government restrictions based on content.

the right to request that any student dressed inappropriately for 
school must either: (a) change into other clothes, (b) go home to 
change, and/or (c) be subject to disciplinary action.

Th e students brought a civil case against Morgan Hill Unifi ed 
School District claiming that Live Oak High School violated the 
students’ right to Freedom of Speech under the First Amendment to 
the Constitution, which provides its citizens with various protections, 
such as, in this case, the right to Freedom of Speech. 

Morgan Hill Unifi ed School District defended itself by stating that 
keeping the students of Live Oak High School safe was more impor-
tant than the disciplined students’ right to Freedom of Speech.
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Review the Case

After�reading�M.D.,�a�minor,�v.�Morgan�Hill�Unified�School�District,�answer�the�following:

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

1. Identify�one�of�the�Plaintiff(s)�in�the�case.�

2. Identify�the�Defendant(s)�in�the�case.�

3. What�is�Cinco�de�Mayo?�

4. What�was�the�school�policy�regarding�bandannas?�

5. What�was�the�school�policy�regarding�wearing�American�flag�clothing?�

6. Explain�Vice�Principal�Rodriguez’s�reason�for�requesting�that�the�students�turn�their�t-shirts�inside�out.�

7. How�long�had�the�students�been�on�school�grounds�when�they�were�approached�by�Vice�Principal�Rodriguez?�

8. Why�did�the�teenagers�refuse�to�turn�their�American�flag�t-shirts�inside�out?�
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Review the Case (continued)
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You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

9. Was�there�any�evidence�that�the�American�flag�t-shirts�were�disrupting�the�classrooms?�

10. Were�there�any�past�incidents,�like�fighting,�at�the�school�that�stemmed�from�students�wearing�the�American�
flag�t-shirts�on�Cinco�De�Mayo?�

11. BONUS:�Do�you�agree�with�the�school�that�wearing�an�American�flag�t-shirt�on�Cinco�de�Mayo�is�inappropriate?�
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Make the Argument

In�order�for�the�judge�or�jury�to�render�a�decision,�the�following�are�some�of�the�questions�that��
must�be�considered:�
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You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

1. Did�the�students�wear�American�flag�clothing�on�school�grounds?

2. Does�wearing�the�American�flag�clothing�fall�within�the�protections�afforded�under�the�First�Amendment�of�the�
United�States�Constitution�as�“free�speech”?

3. Was�there�any�evidence�that�the�flags�actually�caused�violence�at�Live�Oak�High�School�or�disrupted�learning�at�
the�school?

4. Does�the�school’s�interest�to�enforce�school�policies�and�adequately�discipline�its�students�override�the�
importance�of�the�students’�freedom�of�speech?
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You Be the Judge

Having�reviewed�the�case�and�considered�the�questions�involved,�decide�the�case�for�either�the�plaintiff�
or�the�defendant:�

Decision for the Plaintiff Decision for the Defendant

C
A
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: 

2

You Be the Judge!You Be the Judge!

Morgan Hill Unified School DistrictM.D., a minor 


